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Abstract. We prove that the sequent calculus LRBL for residuated basic
logic RBL has strong finite model property, and that intuitionistic logic
can be embedded into basic propositional logic BPL. Thus RBL is decid-
able. Moreover, it follows that the class of residuated basic algebras has
the finite embeddability property, and that BPL is PSPACE-complete,
and that intuitionistic logic can be embedded into the modal logic K4.
1 Introduction
The first part of this paper ([?]) developed the residuated basic logic
RBL which is the logic of residuated basic algebras (bounded distributive
lattice order residuated groupoid with weakening and restricted contrac-
tion), and we proved that RBL is a conservative extension of Visser’s
basic propositional logic BPL. We presented the algebraic system SRBL,
and its sequent calculus formalization LRBL which has cut elimination and
subformula property.
This part II aims to show that the sequent calculus LRBL has strong fi-
nite model property (SFMP) and intuitionistic logic Int can be embedded
into BPL. The technique for proving SFMP is to construct finite syntatic
model in which an interpolation lemma for LRBL is used. Consequently,
it follows that the class of residuated basic algebras has the finite em-
beddability property (FEP), that BPL is PSPACE-complete, and that
intuitionistic logic can be embedded into the modal logic K4. The section
2 is devoted to recall some basic notations and remind some results for
RBL in [?]. In section 3 we sketch Buszkowski’s proof for that the lattice
order distributive residuated groupoid has FEP since we will follow the
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same strategy to prove the FEP of the class of residuated basic algebras.
In section 5, we show that there exists a translation, a polynomial reduc-
tion from Int to RBL, via which Int is embedded into BPL. The structural
rule free sequent calculus G4ip for Int ([?,?]) is essentially used in our
proof.
2 Residuated Basic Logic
We recall some definitions and results in the part I of this paper ([?]). A
residuated groupoid (RG) is an algebra of the form (G, ·,←,→,≤), where
(G,≤) is a poset and ·, ← and → are a binary operations on G satisfying
the following conditions for all a, b, c ∈ G:
a · b ≤ c iff b ≤ a→ c iff a ≤ c← b.
A residuated basic algebra (RBA) is an algebra A = (A,∧,∨,>,⊥,→,←
, ·) such that (A,∧,∨,>,⊥) is a bounded distributive lattice and (A,→
,←, ·,≤) is a residuated groupoid satisfying the following axioms: for all
a, b, c ∈ A,
(w1) a · > ≤ a; (w2) > · a ≤ a; (cr) a · b ≤ (a · b) · b
where ≤ is the lattice order. Let RBA be the class of all residuated basic
algebras.
Let us recall some notions of residuated basic logic RBL. The language
LRBL for RBL is the extension of BPL by adding binary operators · and
←. The set of all LRBL-formulae is defined recursively as follows:
A ::= p | ⊥ | > | A ∧A | A ∨A | A ·A | A→ A | A← A
where p ∈ Prop. The residuated basic logic RBL is the set of all LRBL-
formulae which are valid in all residuated basic algebras.
The algebraic system SRBL for residuated basic algebras consists of
the following axioms and rules:
(Id) A⇒ A (⊥) ⊥ ⇒ A (>) A⇒ > (Cut) A⇒ B B ⇒ C
A⇒ C
(D) A ∧ (B ∨ C)⇒ (A ∧B) ∨ (A ∧ C)
(Wl) A · > ⇒ A (Wr) > ·A⇒ A (RC) A ·B ⇒ (A ·B) ·B
(R1)
A ·B ⇒ C
B ⇒ A→ C (R2)
B ⇒ A→ C
A ·B ⇒ C
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(R3)
A ·B ⇒ C
A⇒ C ← B (R4)
A⇒ C ← B
A ·B ⇒ C
(∧L) Ai ⇒ B
A1 ∧A2 ⇒ B , i ∈ {1, 2} (∧R)
C ⇒ A C ⇒ B
C ⇒ A ∧B
(∨L) A⇒ C B ⇒ C
A ∨B ⇒ C (∨R)
C ⇒ Ai
C ⇒ A1 ∨A2 , i ∈ {1, 2}
The LRBL-formula structures are defined as follows: (i) every LRBL-
formula is a formula structure; (ii) if Γ and ∆ are formula structures, then
Γ  ∆ and Γ ? ∆ are formula structures. Each formula structure Γ is
associated with a formula µ(Γ ) defined as follows: (i) µ(A) = A for every
LRBL-formula A; (ii) µ(Γ∆) = µ(Γ )·µ(∆); (iii) µ(Γ?∆) = µ(Γ )∧µ(∆).
Sequents are of the form Γ ⇒ A such that Γ is an LRBL-formula structure
and A is an LRBL-formula.
The sequent calculus LRBL for SRBL consists of the following axioms
and rules:
(Id) A⇒ A (>) A⇒ > (⊥) ⊥ ⇒ A
(→ L) ∆⇒ A; Γ [B]⇒ C
Γ [∆ (A→ B)]⇒ C (→ R)
A Γ ⇒ B
Γ ⇒ A→ B
(← L) Γ [A]⇒ C; ∆⇒ B
Γ [(A← B)∆]⇒ C (← R)
Γ B ⇒ A
Γ ⇒ A← B
(·L) Γ [AB]⇒ C
Γ [A ·B]⇒ C (·R)
Γ ⇒ A; ∆⇒ B
Γ ∆⇒ A ·B
(∧L) Γ [A?B]⇒ C
Γ [A ∧B]⇒ C (∧R)
Γ ⇒ A Γ ⇒ B
Γ ⇒ A ∧B
(∨L) Γ [A]⇒ C Γ [B]⇒ C
Γ [A ∨B]⇒ C (∨R)
Γ ⇒ Ai
Γ ⇒ A1 ∨A2 (i = 1, 2)
(?C) Γ [∆?∆]⇒ A
Γ [∆]⇒ A (C)
Γ [(Λ∆)∆]⇒ A
Γ [Λ∆]⇒ A (Λ is not empty)
(?E) Γ [∆? Λ]⇒ A
Γ [Λ?∆]⇒ A (Cut) ∆⇒ A; Γ [A]⇒ BΓ [∆]⇒ B
(W1)
Γ [∆]⇒ A
Γ [∆′ ∗∆]⇒ A (W
2)
Γ [∆]⇒ A
Γ [∆ ∗∆′]⇒ A (∗ ∈ {?,})
(?A1) Γ [(∆1 ?∆2)?∆3]⇒ A
Γ [∆1 ? (∆2 ?∆3)]⇒ A (?A2) Γ [∆1 ? (∆2 ?∆3)]⇒ AΓ [(∆1 ?∆2)?∆3]⇒ A
It is known [?] that LRBL has the cut elimination, subformula property
and disjunction property. Moreover, we obtain the sequent calculus DFNL
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from LRBL by dropping (>), (⊥), (W1), (W2) and (C). We prove in [?]
that residuated basic logic is a conservative extension of Visser’s basic
propositional logic (BPL) in [?], i.e., for any LBPL-formula A, `BPL A iff
`LRBL⇒ A.
Theorem 1. For any LBPL-formula A, `LRBL > ⇒ A iff `BPL A
3 Algebras and Finite Syntactical Models
A lattice order residuated groupoid (LRG) is an algebra (G,∧,∨, ·,←,→)
such that (G,∧,∨) is a lattice and (G, ·,←,→) is a residuated groupoid.
A lattice order residuated groupoid is distributive, if its lattice reduct
(G,∧,∨) is distributive. A LRG is called bounded, if its lattice reduct
(G,∧,∨) has a greatest element > and a least element ⊥. Both algebras
are denoted by DLRG and BLRG, respectively. BDLRG is defined
naturally. Obviously, a residuated basic algebra is an BDLRG satisfying
conditions (w1), (w2) and (cr).
A way of constructing a lattice order residuated groupoid by using an
closure operator has been considered in literatures [?,?,?]. We describe
this construction briefly. Let G =(G, ·) be a groupoid. We define the
following operations over the powerset ℘(G):
U  V = {a · b ∈ G : a ∈ U, b ∈ V }
U → V = {a ∈ G : U  {a} ⊆ V }
V ← U = {a ∈ G : {a}  U ⊆ V }
U ∨ V = U ∪ V
U ∧ V = U ∩ V.
The powerset ℘(G) with these operations yields a complete distributive
lattice order groupoid.
An operator C : ℘(G) → ℘(G) is called a closure operator (shortly
nucleus) on G, if it satisfies the following conditions:
(C1) U ⊆ C(U).
(C2) if U ⊆ V , then C(U) ⊆ C(V ).
(C3) C(C(U)) ⊆ C(U).
(C4) C(U) C(V ) ⊆ C(U  V ).
For U ⊆ G, U is called C-closed if U = C(U). By C(G) we denote the
family of all C-closed subsets of G. Let U ⊗V = C(U V ) and U ∨C V =
C(U ∨ V ). It is easy to check that C(G) = (C(G),,∧,∨C ,→,←) is a
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lattice order residuated groupoid which needs not to be distributive ([?]),
where the order is ⊆.
In [?], Buszkowski and Farulewski introduce an interpolation lemma
to construct a finite syntactical model for DFNL(Φ). We recall some def-
initions and notations first. Henceforth, we always assume that Φ is a
finite set of simple sequents (A ⇒ B). let T be a set of formulae. By a
T-sequent we mean a sequent such that all formulae occurring in it belong
to T. We write Φ `S Γ ⇒T A if Γ ⇒ A has a deduction from Φ in system
S which consists of T-sequents only. Two formulae A and B are called
T-equivalence in S, if `S A⇔ B.
Lemma 1 ([?]). Let T be a nonempty set of all subformulae of formulae
in Γ ⇒ A, Φ and closed under ∧ and ∨. If Φ `DFNL Γ [∆] ⇒T A, then
there exists D ∈ T such that Φ `DFNL ∆⇒T D and Φ `DFNL Γ [D]⇒T A.
Following [?,?], one can easily construct a finite syntactical model
for any extensions of DFNL such that the above interpolation lemma
holds. We briefly recall this construction here. Details can be found in
[?]. Henceforth by S we mean an extension of DFNL satisfying Lemma 1.
Let T be a nonempty set of formulae and closed under ∧ and ∨. By
T∗, we denote the set of all formula structures formed out of formulae in
T. Similarly, T∗[−] denotes the set of all contexts in which all formulae
belong to T. G(T) = (T∗, ·) is a groupoid. Let Γ [−] ∈ T∗[−] and A ∈ T.
We define:
[Γ [−], A] = {∆ : ∆ ∈ T∗ and Φ `S Γ [∆]⇒T A}
[A] = [−, A] = {Γ : Γ ∈ T∗ and Φ `S Γ ⇒T A}
Let B(T) be the family of all sets [Γ [−], A] defined above. Define CT by:
CT(U) =
⋂
{[Γ [−], A] ∈ B(T) : U ⊆ [Γ [−], A]}
It can be shown that CT satisfies (C1)-(C4), and so CT is an closure op-
erator ([?]). The algebra CT(G(T
∗)) satisfies all the laws defining lattice
order residuated groupoid, but needs not to be distributive. The following
equations are true in CT(G(T
∗)) provided that all formulae appearing in
them belong to T ([?]):
[A]⊗ [B] = [A ·B], [A]→ [B] = [A→ B], [A]← [B] = [A← B] (I)
[A] ∩ [B] = [A ∧B], [A] ∨C [B] = [A ∨B] (II)
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Since T is closed under ∧ and ∨, by Lemma 2.1 and equations (I) and (II),
the algebra CT(G(T
∗)) is a BLRG. In fact one can prove that for any
U ∈ CT(T∗), there exists a formula A ∈ T such that U = [A]. Obviously
T is finite up to the relation of T -equivalence in S. Hence there are only
finitely many sets [A]. Then CT(T
∗) is finite. By Lemma 2.1 and the
distributive law, the following inequation holds in CT(T
∗):
U ∧ (V ∨cW ) ⊆ (U ∧ V ) ∨c (U ∧W ) (III)
Theorem 2. The algebra CT(G(T
∗)) is finite and belongs to DLRG.
Let ⊥C = C(∅) and > = G. Then the algebra CT(G(T∗)) is a finite
BDLRG.
4 Interpolation and FMP
By the FMP of LRBL we mean that any sequent Γ ⇒ A not provable in
LRBL is refutable in a residuated basic algebra. The algebraic completeness
of LRBL w.r.t RBA follows from FMP immediately. By the SFMP of LRBL
we mean that for any sequent Γ ⇒ A not derivable from Φ in LRBL there
exists a residuated basic algebra A such that all sequents in Φ are valid
in A but Γ ⇒ A is not.
A model for LRBL is a pair (G, σ) such that G ∈ RBA and σ is an
valuation in G. Each valuation σ is extended for formulae and formula
structures as follows:
σ(A ·B) = σ(A) · σ(B), σ(>) = >, σ(⊥) = ⊥
σ(A→ B) = σ(A)→ σ(B), σ(A← B) = σ(A)← σ(B)
σ(A ∧B) = σ(A) ∧ σ(B), σ(A ∨B) = σ(A) ∨ σ(B)
σ(Γ ∆) = σ(Γ ) · σ(∆), σ(Γ ?∆) = σ(Γ ) ∧ σ(∆)
A sequent Γ ⇒ A is true in model (G, σ), if σ(Γ ) ≤ σ(A) in G.
We prove the interpolation lemma for LRBL and employ the proof
technique described in section 3 to show the SFMP for LRBL. Let T be a
set of LRBA-formulae containing ⊥ and > and closed under ∧ and ∨.
Lemma 2. If Φ `LRBL Γ [∆] ⇒T A, then there exists D ∈ T such that
Φ `LRBL ∆⇒T D and Φ `LRBL Γ [D]⇒T A.
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Proof. If `LRBL Γ [∆]⇒ A and formula D satisfying the properties given
statement of lemma, then we call D an interpolant of ∆.
The proof proceeds by induction on T-derivation of Γ [∆] ⇒ A. The
case of axioms are easy. For A⇒ A, A⇒ > and ⊥ ⇒ A, we have ∆ = A
or ∆ = ⊥. Hence A and ⊥ are the interplants of ∆, respectively.
Let Γ [∆]⇒ A be the conclusion of the rule R. For the case R = (Cut),
it is easy. If ∆ comes from one premise of (Cut), then one takes an inter-
polant from this premise. Otherwise, ∆ comes from ∆′[C] in a premise
where C is the cut formula. Then an interpolant of ∆′[C] is also one of
∆. Let us consider other rules.
(1) Assume that ∆ contains no formula or structure operation in-
troduced by R (no active formula or structure operation). Consider the
following subcases.
(1.1) R = (∧R). Assume that the premises are Γ [∆] ⇒ A1 and
Γ [∆] ⇒ A2, and the conclusion is Γ [∆] ⇒ A1 ∧ A2. By induction hy-
pothesis, there are interpolants D1, D2 such that Φ `LRBL ∆ ⇒T D1,
`LRBL Γ [D1] ⇒T A1, `LRBL ∆ ⇒T D2 and `LRBL Γ [D2] ⇒T A2. Then
one gets `LRBL ∆ ⇒T D1 ∧ D2 by (∧R). By (W), (∧L) and (∧R), one
obtains `LRBL Γ [D1 ∧D2]⇒T A1 ∧A2.
(1.2) R = (∨L). Assume that the premises are Γ [B][∆] ⇒ A and
Γ [C][∆] ⇒ A, and the conclusion is Γ [B ∨ C][∆] ⇒ A. By induction
hypothesis, there are interpolants D1, D2 of ∆ in the premises. Then
D1 ∨D2 is an interpolant of ∆ by (W), (∧L), (∨L) and (∧R).
(1.3) R = (?C). Assume that the premise is Γ ′[∆′ ? ∆′] ⇒ A and
the conclusion is Γ ′[∆′] ⇒ A. If ∆′ is contained in ∆ including the case
∆ = ∆′, then by induction hypothesis, the interpolant D of the source of
∆ in the premise is also an interpolant of ∆ in the conclusion. Otherwise,
assume ∆′ = ∆′′[∆]. By inductive hypothesis, there exist D1, D2 ∈ T
such that `LRBL ∆ ⇒T D1, `LRBL ∆ ⇒T D2 and `LRBL Γ ′[∆′′[D1] ?
∆′′[D2]] ⇒T A. By (∧R), one gets `LRBL ∆ ⇒T D1 ∧ D2. By (W) and
(∧L), one obtains `LRBL Γ ′[∆′′[D1 ∧D2]?∆′′[D1 ∧D2]]⇒T A. Hence by
(?C), `LRBL Γ ′[∆′′[D1∧D2]]⇒T A. Hence D1∧D2 ∈ T is an interpolant
of ∆.
(1.4) R = (C). The proof is quite similar to the case R = (?C).
(1.5) R = (?E), (?A1) or (?A2). The proof is quite similar to the
first subcase of the case R = (?C),
(1.6) For the other cases, ∆ must come from exactly one premise of
R. Then an interpolant of ∆ in this premise is also an interpolant of ∆
in the conclusion.
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(2) Assume that ∆ contains active formula or structure operation. If
∆ is a single formula E, then E is an interpolant of ∆. Otherwise, let us
consider the following subcases.
(2.1) R = (\L) or R = (/L). Let R = (\L). Assume that the premises
are Γ ′[C] ⇒ A and ∆′ ⇒ B, and the conclusion is Γ ′[∆′ ◦ B\C] ⇒ A.
Then, ∆ contains ∆′ ◦ B\C. Assume that ∆′′[C] occurs in Γ ′[C], and
∆ = ∆′′[∆′ ◦B\C]. Then an interpolant D of ∆′′[C] is also an interpolant
of ∆. For (/L), the arguments is similar.
(2.2) R = (∨L). Assume that ∆ = ∆′[B1 ∨ B2], the premises are
Γ [∆′[B1]] ⇒ A and Γ [∆′[B2]] ⇒ A, and the conclusion is Γ [∆′[B1 ∨
B2]]⇒ A. Let D1 be an interpolant of ∆′[B1] in the first premise and D2
be an interpolant of ∆′[B2] in the second premise. Hence D1 ∨D2 is an
interpolant of ∆ in the conclusion by (∨R) and (∨L).
(2.3) R = (∧L) or R = (·L). Let R = (∧L). Assume that ∆ = ∆′[B ∧
C], the premise is Γ ′[B ? C]⇒ A, and the conclusion is Γ ′[B ∧ C]⇒ A.
Then ∆′[B?C] occurs in Γ ′[B?C]. Hence the interpolant D of ∆′[B?C]
is also an interpolant of ∆ in the conclusion. The arguments for (·L) is
similar.
(2.4) R = (W1). Assume that the premise of is Γ ′[Υ ] ⇒ A and the
conclusion is Γ ′[Υ ∗ ∆′] ⇒ A. If ∆ = ∆′ or ∆ is contained in ∆′ then
D = > is an interpolant of ∆ in the conclusion. Otherwise, assume that
∆ is obtained from ∆′′. By induction hypothesis, the interpolant of ∆′′ is
also an interpolant of ∆ in the conclusion.
Let T be a set of LRBA-formulae containing ⊥ and > and closed under
∧ and ∨. CT(G(T∗)) is defined as above. Consequently, CT(G(T∗)) is
a finite BDLRG. Further we show that the following inequations hold in
CT(G(T
∗)):
U ⊗ V ⊆ U, U ⊗ V ⊆ V, U ⊗ (V ⊗ V ) ⊆ U ⊗ V.
It suffices to show that [A] ⊗ [B] ⊆ [A], [A] ⊗ [B] ⊆ [B] and [A] ⊗ [B] ⊆
([A]⊗[B])⊗[B]. By equations (II) and (I), it suffices to show that [A·B] ⊆
[A], [A ·B] ⊆ [B] and [A ·B] ⊆ [(A ·B) ·B]. Obviously, since A ·B ⇒ A
A ·B ⇒ B and A ·B ⇒ (A ·B) ·B are axioms in LRBL, these inequations
hold in CT(G(T
∗)). Hence we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The algebra CT(G(T
∗)) is a finite residuated basic algebra.
Lemma 3. Assume Φ 6`LRBL Γ ⇒ A. There exist a finite G ∈ RBA and
a valuation σ such that all sequents in Φ are true in (G, σ) but Γ ⇒ A
is not.
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Proof. Suppose that T is the set of all formulae appearing in Γ ⇒ A,
containing ⊥, > and closed under ∧ and ∨. Let G = CT(G(T∗)) and
σ(p) = [p] for p ∈ T . By (I)-(II), we get [A] = σ(A), for A ∈ T . Assume
that Γ ⇒ A is true in (CT(G(T∗)), σ). Then σ(Γ ) ⊆ σ(A). Since Γ ∈
σ(Γ ), we get Γ ∈ σ(A) = [A]. Hence `LRBL Γ ⇒T A, which yields a
contradiction.
Theorem 4. LRBL has SFMP.
Theorem 5. The logic RBL is decidable.
If a class of algebras K is closed under (finite) products, then SFMP for
K is equivalent to FEP for K, i.e., every finite partial subalgebra of an
algebra from K is embeddable into a finite algebra from K ([?]). Then it
follows immediately that RBA has FEP.
5 Embedding of Int into BPL
An LInt-formula A is built from propositional letters and ⊥ using ∧,∨
and the intuitionistic implication →. An LInt-formula structure, which
is a finite (possibly empty) sequence of formulae (in fact, the order of
formulae do not matter), is defined as follows: (i) each Int-formula is a
Int-formula structure; (ii) if Γ and ∆ are Int-formula structures, then
(Γ,∆) is a Int-formula structure. An LInt-sequent is of the form Γ ⇒ A
where Γ is a LInt-formula structure and A is an LInt-formula. The sequent
calculus G4ip for intuitionistic logic can be found in [?]:
(Id) p, Γ ⇒ p (p is atomic) (⊥) ⊥, Γ ⇒ A
(∧L) A,B, Γ ⇒ C
A ∧B,ΓC (∧R)
Γ ⇒ A ∆⇒ B
Γ,∆⇒ A ∧B (→ R)
A,Γ ⇒ B
Γ ⇒ A→ B
(∨L) A,Γ ⇒ C B,∆⇒ C
A ∨B,Γ,∆⇒ C (∨R)
Γ ⇒ Ai
Γ ⇒ A1 ∨A2 (i = 1, 2)
(→ L1) p,B, Γ ⇒ E
p→ B, p, Γ ⇒ E (p is atomic) (→ L2)
C → (D → B), Γ ⇒ E
C ∧D → B,Γ ⇒ E
(→ L3) C → B,D → B,Γ ⇒ E
C ∨D → B,Γ ⇒ E (→ L4)
D → B,C, Γ ⇒ D B,Γ ⇒ E
(C → D)→ B,Γ ⇒ E
Definition 1 ([?]). The weight of an LInt-formula A is a natural number
defined recursively as follows:
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– w(p) = w(⊥) = 2 for each propositional letter p.
– w(A ∧B) = w(A)(1 + w(B)).
– w(A ∨B) = 1 + w(A) + w(B).
– w(A→ B) = 1 + w(A)w(B).
For each LInt-sequent Γ ⇒ A, we put
w(Γ ⇒ A) =∑{w(B) : B ∈ Γ or B = A}.
Observe that for each rule of G4ip, the weight of each premises is lower
than that of the conclusion. This fact is used in our proof of the embedding
theorem. Now let us turn the notion of positive (negative) Int-formula in
an LInt-sequent.
Definition 2. The positiveness (negativeness) of an Int-formula A ap-
peared in a LInt-sequent Γ ⇒ C is defined recursively by the following
rules:
– A = C is positive, and A ∈ Γ is negative.
– if A = A1∧A2 is positive (negative), then both A1 and A2 are positive
(negative).
– if A = A1∨A2 is positive (negative), then both A1 and A2 are positive
(negative).
– if A = A1 → A2 is positive (negative), then A1 is negative (positive)
and A2 is positive (negative).
Example 1. By v(A) = + and v(A) = − we mean that the formula A
in a sequent is positive and negative respectively. Consider the sequent
A,B → C ⇒ E → F . Then v(A) = −, v(B → C) = − and so v(B) = +
and v(C) = −. In the consequent, v(E → F ) = + and so v(E) = − and
v(F ) = +.
The positiveness or negativeness of any subformula in a sequent can
be calculated. For any derivation, the positiveness or negativeness of each
subformula cannot be changed by applications of rules.
For any LInt-formula A and n > 0, let A#n be the formula obtained
from A by replacing all occurrences of its positive subformula B by >n →
B, where >n → B is defined by induction on n > 0 as follows: >1 → B :=
> → B and >n+1 → B := > → (>n → B).
Example 2. Let A = A1 ∧ A2 and A is positive. A#n = (A1 ∧ A2)#n =
>n → (A#n1 ∧ A#n2 ). If A is negative then A#n = A#n1 ∧ A#n2 . Let A =
A1 → (A2 → A3) and A is positive. Then A#n = >n → (A#n1 → (>n →
(A#n2 → A#n3 )).
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Definition 3. We define a map (.)#n from LInt-formula structures to
LRBL-formula structures as follows:
A#n = A#n
(Γ,∆)#n = Γ#n ?∆#n
For each LInt-sequent Γ ⇒ A, we define
(Γ ⇒ A)# =
{
Γ#w(Γ⇒A) ⇒ A#w(Γ⇒A), if Γ is nonempty.
> ⇒ A#w(⇒A), otherwise.
We define the translation Tr(.) : LInt → LBPL by putting:
Tr(A) = the succedent of (⇒ A)#w(⇒A).
Proposition 1. The following LRBL-sequents are derivable in LRBL:
(1) A · (B ∧ C)⇒ (A ·B) · C
(2) A · (B · C)⇒ (A ·B) · C
(3) A · (B ∧ C)⇒ A ·B ∧A · C.
(4) (B ∧ C) ·A⇒ B ·A ∧ C ·A.
(5) A ·B ⇒ A ∧B.
(6) (B ∨ C)→ A⇔ (B → A) ∧ (C → A).
(7) A→ (B ∧ C)⇔ (A→ B) ∧ (A→ C).
(8) A · (B ∨ C)⇔ (A ·B) ∨ (A · C).
(9) (>n → (C ∧A))→ B ⇒ C → (A→ B)
(10) (>n → (C ∨A))→ B ⇒ (C → B) ∧ (A→ B)
(11) (>n → (C → A))→ B ⇒ (A→ B) ∧ ((C → A)→ B)
Proof. The items (3)-(8) are checked regularly. We check only (1), (2),
(9), (10) and (11). Let us consider (1). From A ⇒ A and B ∧ C ⇒ B,
by (·R), we get A · (B ∧ C) ⇒ A · B. Then apply (·R) to the resulting
sequent and B ∧ C ⇒ C, we get (A · (B ∧ C)) · (B ∧ C) ⇒ (A · B) · C.
Since A · (B ∧ C) ⇒ (A · (B ∧ C)) · (B ∧ C) is an instance of axiom, by
(Cut), we get A · (B ∧ C)⇒ (A ·B) · C.
Let us consider (2). By (W1), we obtain B · C ⇒ B and B · C ⇒ C.
By (∧R), we get B ·C ⇒ B∧C. By applying (·R) to the resulting sequent
and A ⇒ A, we obtain A · (B · C) ⇒ A · (B ∧ C). By (1) and (Cut), we
get A · (B · C)⇒ (A ·B) · C.
Let us consider (8). By (Id), (W1) and (→R), we get A ⇒ >n → A
and C ⇒ >n → C. Then by (W1), (W2) and (∧R), we obtain A  C ⇒
(>n → C) ∧ (>n → A). By applying (→ L) to the resulting sequent and
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B ⇒ B, we get (A C) (((>n → C) ∧ (>n → A)) → B) ⇒ B. By (2)
and (Cut), we obtain A (C (((>n → C)∧ (>n → A))→ B))⇒ B. By
(→ R), we get ((>n → C) ∧ (>n → A)) → B ⇒ C → (A → B). By (7),
we obtain ((>n → C)∧(>n → A))⇔ >n → (C∧A). Hence by (→ L) and
(→ R), (>n → (C ∧A))→ B ⇒ ((>n → C)∧ (>n → A))→ B. By apply
(Cut) to this sequent and ((>n → C)∧(>n → A))→ B ⇒ C → (A→ B),
we get (>n → (C ∧A))→ B ⇒ C → (A→ B).
Let us consider (9). By (Id), (W1) and (→ R), we obtain C ∨ A ⇒
>n → (C ∨A). By apply (→ L) to this sequent and B → B, we get ((C ∨
A)((>n → (C∨A))→ B)⇒ B. By (→ R), we obtain (>n → (C∨A))→
B ⇒ (C∨A)→ B. By (5), we have (C∨A)→ B ⇔ (C → B)∧ (A→ B).
By (Cut), we get (>n → (C ∨A))→ B ⇒ (C → B) ∧ (A→ B).
Let us consider (10). By (W1) and (→ R), we get A ⇒ >n → (C →
A). By applying (→ L) to this sequent and B → B, we get A  (>n →
(C → A)) → B ⇒ B. Hence by (→ R), we obtain (>n → (C → A)) →
B ⇒ A → B. By similar argument, we get (>n → (C → A)) → B ⇒
(C → A) → B. Hence by (∧R), we obtain (>n → (C → A)) → B ⇒
(A→ B) ∧ ((C → A)→ B).
Let L′RBL be the sequent calculus obtained from LRBL by replacing the
axiom (Id) A⇒ A by the axiom (Id′) p⇒ p (p is atomic).
Lemma 4. For any LRBL-sequent Γ ⇒ A, `LRBL Γ ⇒ A iff `L′RBL Γ ⇒ A.
Proof. The right-to-left direction is obvious. For the other direction it
suffices to show that (Id) is admissible in L′RBL. We proceed by induction
on the complexity ofA. The cases of ∧, ∨ and · are done easily by inductive
hypothesis. For A = A1 ← A2, by inductive hypothesis, `L′RBL A1 ⇒ A1
and `L′RBL A2 ⇒ A2. Then by (← L) we get (A1 ← A2)  A1 ⇒ A2. By
(← R), we get A1 ← A2 ⇒ A1 ← A2. The case of→ is similar to the case
←.
It follows immediately that all sequents in proposition 1 hold in the
sequent calculus L′RBL.
For any LRBL-sequent Γ ⇒ A and an occurrence of positive subfor-
mula B in it, we define Γ ⇒ A[B/> → B] as the sequent obtained from
Γ ⇒ A by replacing this occurrence of B by > → B.
Lemma 5. For any LRBL-sequent Γ ⇒ A and an occurrence of positive
subformula B in it, if `L′RBL Γ ⇒ A, then `L′RBL Γ ⇒ A[B/> → B].
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ ⇒ A in L′RBL.
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(Id′) we have p ⇒ p[B/> → B] = p ⇒ > → p which is deribale in
L′RBL.
(>) Let A ⇒ >. If B = >, then A ⇒ >[B/> → B] = A ⇒ > → >
is derivable in L′RBL. Otherwise, B is in A and A[B/> → B] ⇒ > is an
instance of axiom.
(⊥) B must be contained in A and the sequent ⊥ ⇒ A[B/> → B] is
an instance of axiom in L′RBL.
(→ L) Let the premises be ∆ ⇒ A and Γ [D] ⇒ C, and the conclu-
sion Γ [∆  (A → D)] ⇒ C. Consider the sequent Γ [∆  (A → D)] ⇒
C[B/> → B]. Since A→ D is not positive, B is in ∆⇒ A or Γ [D]⇒ C.
Hence by inductive hypothesis and (→ L), we get the required sequent.
The proof of cases (·L), (← L) (∧L), (∨L), (?C), (C), (?E), (?A1),
(?A2), (Cut), are quite similar, since none of these rules create a new
positive formula in the derivation.
(→ R) Let the premise be AΓ ⇒ D and the conclusion Γ ⇒ A→ D.
If B is in A Γ ⇒ D, then by inductive hypothesis and (→ R), we have
Γ ⇒ A→ D[B/> → B]. Otherwise B = A→ D. Then from AΓ ⇒ D.
by (→ R) we get Γ ⇒ A → D. Then by (W1) we get >  Γ ⇒ A → D.
Hence by → R we get Γ ⇒ > → (A → D). The proof of cases (← R),
(·R), (∧R) and (∨R) are quite similar.
(W1) Let the premise be Γ [∆2]⇒ C and the conclusion Γ [∆1∗∆2]⇒
C. Then B is in the premise. Hence by inductive hypothesis and (W1),
we get the required sequent. Otherwise B occurs in ∆1. Then by (W
1) we
get the required sequent directly. The proof of cases (W2) is quite similar.
Corollary 1. For any LRBL-sequent Γ ⇒ A and 0 < i < j, if `L′RBL Γ ⇒
A, then `L′RBL Γ ⇒ A[B#i/B#j ].
Theorem 6. For any LInt-sequent Γ ⇒ A, if `G4ip Γ ⇒ A, then `L′RBL
Γ ⇒ A)#.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the derivation of Γ ⇒ A in G4ip. It
suffices to show that all rules of G4ip are admissible under the transla-
tion #. The axioms (Id) and (⊥) are easy. For (∧L), let the premise be
A,B, Γ ⇒ C with weight i, and the conclusion A ∧ B,Γ ⇒ C with
weight j. Assume A#i ? B#i ? Γ#i ⇒ C#i. By corollary 1, we get
A#j?B#j?Γ#j ⇒ C#j . Then by (∧L), we get (A#j∧B#j)?Γ#j ⇒ C#j .
Hence (A ∧B)#j ? Γ#j ⇒ C#j . The case (∨L) is quite similar.
(∧R) Let the premises be Γ ⇒ A with weight i1 and Γ ⇒ B with
weight i2, and the conclusion Γ ⇒ A∧B with weight j. Note that i1, i2 <
j. Assume Γ#i1 ⇒ A#i1 and Γ#i2 ⇒ B#i2 . By corollary 1, we get Γ#j ⇒
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A#j and Γ#j ⇒ B#j . Hence by (∧R), we get Γ#j ⇒ A#j ∧B#j . Hence
by (W1) and (→ R), we obtain Γ#j ⇒ >j → (A#j ∧ B#j) The cases
(∨R) and → R are quite similar. Now Let us check the →-rules.
(→ L1) Let the premise be p,B, Γ ⇒ E with weight i, and the con-
clusion p→ B, p, Γ ⇒ E with weight j. Note that i < j. Then (p,B, Γ ⇒
E)#i = p?B#i ? Γ#i ⇒ E#i, and (p→ B, p, Γ ⇒ E)#j = (>j → p)→
B#j ? p ? Γ#j ⇒ E#j . Assume that `LRBL′ p ? B#i ? Γ#i ⇒ E#i. By
assumption and (?E) we get B#i ? p ? Γ#i ⇒ E#i. Since p ⇒ >j → p
is provable, we apply (→ L) to p ⇒ >j → p and B#i ? p ? Γ#i ⇒ E#i,
and get (p  ((>j → p) → B#i)) ? p ? Γ#i ⇒ E#i. By (W1), we get
((>p)((>j → p)→ B#i))?p?Γ#i ⇒ E#i. By proposition 1 (1) and
(Cut), we obtain >(p?(>j → p)→ B#i))⇒ (>·p)·((>j → p)→ B#i).
Hence (> (p? (>j → p)→ B#i))? (p?Γ#i)⇒ E#i. By (W1), we get
(> (p? (>j → p)→ B#i))? (> (p? Γ#i))⇒ E#i. Hence by propo-
sition 1 (3), we get >  (((p ? (>j → p) → B#i)) ? (p ? Γ#i)) ⇒ E#i.
By (→ R), we get (p? ((>j → p)→ B#i))? (p? Γ#i)⇒ >→ E#i. By
(?C) and (?E), we get (>j → p)→ B#i? p?Γ#i ⇒ >→ E#i. Finally,
since j ≥ i+1, by corollary 1, we get (>j → p)→ B#j?p?Γ#j ⇒ E#j .
(→ L2) Let the premise be C → (D → B), Γ ⇒ E with weight i,
and the conclusion C ∧ D → B,Γ ⇒ E with weight j. Then (C →
(D → B), Γ ⇒ E)#i = (C#i → (D#i → B#i)) ? Γ#i ⇒ E#i, and
((C∧D)→ B), Γ ⇒ E)#i = ((>j → (C#j∧D#j))→ B#j)?Γ#j ⇒ E#j .
Assume that `LRBL′ (C#i → (D#i → B#i))?Γ#i ⇒ E#i. By assumption
and corollary 1, we get (C#j → (D#j → B#j)) ? Γ#j ⇒ E#j . Hence
by proposition 1 (9) and (Cut), we obtain ((>j → (C#j ∧ D#j)) →
B#j)? Γ#j ⇒ E#j .
(→ L3) Let the premise be C → B,D → B,Γ ⇒ E with weight i, and
the conclusion C ∨ D → B,Γ ⇒ E with weight j. Then (C → B,D →
B,Γ ⇒ E)#i = (C#i → B#i)?(D#i → B#i)?Γ#i ⇒ E#i, and (C∨D →
B,Γ ⇒ E)#j = ((>j → (C#j ∨ D#j)) → B#j) ? Γ#j ⇒ E#j . Assume
that `LRBL′ (C#i → B#i)? (D#i → B#i)? Γ#i ⇒ E#i. By assumption
and corollary 1, we get (C#j → B#j) ? (D#j → B#j) ? Γ#j ⇒ E#j .
Hence by proposition 1 (10) and (Cut), we obtain ((>j → (C#j∨D#j))→
B#j)? Γ#j ⇒ E#j .
(→ L4) Let the premises be D → B,C, Γ ⇒ D with weight i1 and
B,Γ ⇒ E with weight i2. Let the conclusion be (C → D) → B,Γ,⇒ E
with weight j. Suppose that i1, i2 < j. Assume that `LRBL′ (D#i1 →
B#i1)?C#i1 ?Γ#i1 ⇒ D#i1 and `LRBL′ B#i2 ?Γ#i2 ⇒ E#i2 . It suffices
to show that `LRBL′ ((>j → (C#j → D#j))→ B#j)?Γ#j ⇒ E#j . Let us
consider the first premise. By (?A1),(?A1), (?E), proposition 1 (5) and
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(Cut) we get C#i1  ((D#i1 → B#i1)? Γ#i1) ⇒ D#i1 . Then by (→ R),
we get (D#i1 → B#i1)?Γ#i1 ⇒ C#i1 → D#i1 . Hence by applying (→ L)
to this resulting sequent and the second premise B#i2?Γ#i2 ⇒ E#i2 , we
obtain (((D#i1 → B#i1) ? Γ#i1)  ((C#i1 → D#i1) → B#i2) ? Γ#i2 ⇒
E#i2 . By (W1), we get (> (D#i1 → B#i1 ? Γ#i1) (C#i1 → D#i1)→
B#i2) ? Γ#i2 ⇒ E#i2 . By Proposition 1 (1) and (Cut), >  ((D#i1 →
B#i1 ? Γ#i1) ? ((C#i1 → D#i1) → B#i2)) ⇒ (> · ((D#i1 → B#i1) ∧
µ(Γ#i1)) · ((C#i1 → D#i1)→ B#i2). So by (·R), (∧L) and (Cut), we get
(>((D#i1 → B#i1?Γ#i1)?((C#i1 → D#i1)→ B#i2)))?Γ#i2 ⇒ E#i2 .
Again by (W1), we obtain (>  ((D#i1 → B#i1 ? Γ#i1) ? ((C#i1 →
D#i1) → B#i2))) ? (T  Γ#i2) ⇒ E#i2 . By Proposition 1 (3), (Cut),
(?A1) and (?A2), we get T((D#i1 → B#i1)?Γ#i1?((C#i1 → D#i1)→
B#i2)?Γ#i2)⇒ E#i2 . So by (→ R), we obtain (D#i1 → B#i1)?Γ#i1 ?
((C#i1 → D#i1)→ B#i2)?Γ#i2 ⇒ >→ E#i2 . Since j ≥ i2+1, i1+1, by
corollary 1, we get D#j → B#j ? Γ#j ? (C#j → D#j)→ B#j ? Γ#j ⇒
E#j . Hence by (?E), (?C), and (∧L), we obtain (D#j → B#j)∧((C#j →
D#j)→ B#j)?Γ#j ⇒ E#j . Finally by by proposition 1 (10) and (Cut),
we get ((>j → (C#j → D#j))→ B#j)? Γ#j ⇒ E#j .
By lemma 4 and theorem 7, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 7. For any LInt-sequent Γ ⇒ A, if `G4ip Γ ⇒ A, then `LRBL
Γ ⇒ A)#.
For any LInt-formula A and an occurrence of its subformula B, define
A{B/>n → B} as the formula obtained from A by replacing this occur-
rence of B by >n → B.
Lemma 6. For any LInt-formula A and an occurrence of its subformula
B, `G4ip A{B/>n → B} ⇔ A
Proof. By induction on the complexity of A.
Case 1. A = p for some propositional letter p. It is easy to see that
`G4ip >n → p⇔ p.
Case 2. A = A1 → A2. If B = A then obviously we have `G4ip >n ⇒
A ⇔ A. Otherwise B occurs in A1 or A2. Assume that B occurs in A1.
Then by induction hypothesis `G4ip A1{B/>n → B} ⇔ A1. Hence by
(→ L) and (→ R), we get `G4ip A1{B/>n → B} → A2 ⇔ A1 → A2. The
case that B occurs in A2 is similar.
Case 3. A = A1 ∧A2 or A = A1 ∨A2. The proof is similar to case 2.
Since formula Tr(A) is obtained from formula A by replacing some oc-
currences of subformula B by >n → B for some n ≥ 0, by lemma 6, we
get the following corollary immediately.
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Corollary 2. For any LInt-formula A, `G4ip Tr(A)⇔ A.
Theorem 8. For any LInt-formula A, `G4ip⇒ A iff `LRBL > ⇒ Tr(A).
Proof. The left-to-right direction follows from theorem 7. For the other di-
rection, Assume `LRBL > ⇒ Tr(A). Since LRBL is a conservative extension
of BPL ([?]), we obtain `BPL Tr(A). Since BPL ⊆ Int, we get `Int Tr(A).
Then `G4ip⇒ Tr(A). By corollary 2, we get `G4ip⇒ A.
The following theorem follows immediately from theorem 8 and 1.
Theorem 9. For any LInt-formula A, `Int A iff `BPL Tr(A).
It is well-known that Int is embedded into the modal logic S4 = K ⊕
p → p ⊕ p → p by Go¨del’s translation ([?,?]) G which is defined
recursively as follows: G(p) = p; G(⊥) = ⊥; G(A ∧ B) = G(A) ∧ G(B);
G(A∨B) = G(A)∨G(B); G(A→ B) = (G(A)→ G(B)). Zakharyaschev
([?]) proved that the modal logic Grz = K ⊕ ((p → p)) → p is the
greatest extension of S4 which intuitionistic logic can be embedded into.
Esakia proved that the modal logic S4 is embeddable into the modal logic
wK4 = K⊕ p ∧p→ p ([?,?]) by the translation Sp, the mapping of
the set of modal formulae into itself, commuting with Boolean connectives
and Sp(♦p) = p ∨ ♦p and Sp(p) = p ∧ p. Hence Int is embedded into
wK4 via the composition Sp ◦ G.
Moreover it is known that Visser’s basic propositional logic BPL is embed-
ded into modal logic K4 via Go¨del’s translation G ([?]). It is also known
that BPL is embedded into wK4 by the variant of G denoted by G1 which
sends each propositional letter p to p ∧ p ([?]). By the theorem 9, we
get the following new results: Int is embedded into K4 by the map G ◦Tr;
and Int is embedded into wK4 by the map G1 ◦ Tr.
By Ladner [?] results, we know that modal logic K4 is PSPACE com-
plete. By Visser’s translation it trivially follows that BPL is in PSPACE
by the Go¨del translation. Note that our translation is a polynomial time
tranlation. Consequently since intuitionistic logic is PSPACE complete [?]
(intuitionistic logic logic is PSPACE complete), by theorem 9, we obtain
that BPL is PSPACE-hard. Hence we get the following corollary.
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Corollary 3. The logic BPL is PSPACE complete.
This complexity result was first proved by Bou in [?] via a polynomi-
nal time reduction from QBF to BPL. However, our proof of PSPACE
completeness differs from it.
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